362   AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  CHILD  STUDY
Maine. Percy, go down to the kitchen and fetch me a handful of
beans. . . .
"Now, Florence, I'm going to play arithmetic with Percy first.
After you see how we play it I shall play it with you, because I know
you would play it better than most people. You are much smarter
than most children of your age." . . .
In a short time Florence was insisting upon adding the groups of
beans that her father laid out, and the two children were soon shout-
ing out the answers with the greatest enthusiasm.
He led little Florence into adding all sorts of combinations, grad-
ually shifting into subtraction without her realizing it. We played
the game all the evening, he being clever enough to keep changing
it so that our interest was not allowed to flag. . . .
From that day Florence stood first in her class.
None of us ever found out what happened in Florence's mind to
cause this remarkable shift. I think I knew her better than did any
one and I have always believed that the clever manipulation by my
father straightened out some sort of preconceived notion which had
been holding her back.
Psychic satiation resulting from the child's work habits,
temperament, intellectual level, and self-evaluation accounts
for cessation of work more frequently than real fatigue/
especially in the case of so-called problem children. If a
positive work habit can be developed and self-confidence in-
creased, work efficiency can be increased,
LEARNING   TO    LIVE    WITH    OTHERS
Learning to live with others is the core of the curricu-
lum.22 Through building a house, a city, a farm, children
in primary grades may acquire a realistic knowledge of them-
selves and society, gain fundamental skills, and develop in-
terests, good habits, and attitudes. The task of the teacher
is to study the pupils as individuals and to provide the
experiences which his study shows to be desirable.
SATISFIERS   AND   ANNOYERS   IN    LEARNING
Since satisfaction helps and annoyance hinders learning, it
is well to know what makes an act satisfying, and what makes
it annoying to primary children. The following lists are
suggestive:
22 Ernest W. Tiegs, The Management of Learning in the Elementary
Schools, pp. 175-181, New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1937.

